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MESSAGE FROM THE TILE MAKER
Bright sunflowers, amaranth, milkweed, goldenrods,
cosmos, and nasturiums have been gorgeously attracting
wildlife in the garden that surrounds the Tyjeski Tile
workshop. Countless bees have been thrifting honey all
summer. If only they could help me glaze tiles!
While this summer symphony is about to close the
curtain, anyone who plays with the Earth knows its about
time to prepare for the spring. This timeline has been sort
of like my tile making. From making molds, pressing tiles,
and planning glaze designs, there is much work to do in
preparation of future projects and a brochure for purchasing
tile.
Over the summer, jobs and orders have begun.
The village of Shorewood will soon a have tile plaque
commemorating the restoration of their historic firehouse
and their historical society will have on display a reproduction
of a tile blackspash and salvaged fountain pieces.

In addition to the tile workshop, the book on
the Continental Faience & Tile Co. has been making great
progress. My co-authors, Kelly Dudley and Kathy Roberts,
and I have been working every day this summer and are
working on the publishing process. Thank you for your
patience.
In the meantime, if anyone is visiting South
Milwaukee, they must arrange a visit to the new Bucyrus
Center downtown. It has on display pieces of the city’s
manufacturing history, including samples from the
Continental Faience & Tile Co., as well as slip-cast objects
from the later Midwest Pottery Co. There is also a relaxing
space to grab a bite and have a drink.
Lastly, as we prepare for the autumn, I wish everyone
who is able that they enjoy a hike in the woods. The beauty
of creation, so often, is free.

STUDIO SNAPSHOT

Shown here is a set of tiles inspired by barn swallows along the
Menomonee Valley River. Will need to refire some tiles that had
pinholing, and am planning to install before the snowfalls. Let’s hope
so!! Also, I want to shout out to my husband, Michael, who makes all
the flower magic happen.

www.tyjeskitile.com

T I L E & T E R R A C O T TA N E W S :

F I R E D T O S T O N E : B AT C H E L D E R ’ S M AYA N
TILES IN WISCONSIN
Carved limestone transformed into architectural
features and stelae with hieroglyphs or regal portraits are a
trademark of the prehispanic Mayan cities. This historic era of
craft for many years was obscured by dense jungle. However,
never did I suspect that this type of craft so specific to the Yucatán
would be found nestled in the walls and floors of homes along
Lake Michigan.
During the 1920s in America, it was not uncommon
to decorate with tiles that were derivative of ancient Mayan
hieroglpyhs, pottery, and sculpture. This design practice, which
was popular in California, also charmed homeowners in the
Milwaukee area. Tile setters were contrated to install these
tiles in living spaces such as entryways, dining rooms, solariums,
and hearths. They were also placed on facades above doors and
windows.
These tiles were installed in homes constructed in the
Spanish Colonial, Mediterranean, or Tudor Revival styles. Even
though the tiles were based on designs that were originally a
meaningful language and often possessed spiritual signficance,
their appropriation in modern design was quite superficial.
Several art tile manufacturers of the interwar era created
these products. One of the most well-recognized was California
Clay Products (CALCO) of South Gate, California. Even in South
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, our local Continental Faience & Tile Co.
produced Mayan-themed tiles as well. The subject of today,
however, is one of the most famous tile American tile makers, the
Batchelder Tile Co.
Ernest Allan Batchelder bought a property in Pasadena,
California in 1909 and transformed it into his home and studio. In
1912, he partnered with Frederick Brown and moved his studio
to South Pasadena. After more sucess, he found a new partner,
Lucien Wilson. By 1925, the Batchelder-Wilson Co. had 175
employees. Not only was their tile a common, decorative feature
in California, but all across the nation.
The Mayan-themed tiles were one set of tiles they
created among many others. Referred to as decorative inserts,
these tiles would begin as wet clay hand-pressed into a carved,
plaster mold. Once fired, glaze was applied to the recessed
areas of the design. The top surface would be left unglazed or
(speculatively) treated with a type of oxide or salt glaze wash.

If you or know of someone who has these charming tiles
in their home or establishment, please keep them well maintained!
A good scrub with vinegar water will work wonders! If you are
not sure how to maintain them, it is better to leave them alone.
Using the wrong tile sealer can create more problems! It is worth
the homework or hire an expert.
Also, please share photos of your tiles with me if you
wish. I’m happy to review tile installations and confirm who the
manufacturer was. Email at tyjeskib@gmail.com.
Source: Norman Karlson, American Art Tile: 1876-1941.
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